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FIELD DAY PROGRAM

2.15 P. M.—TUG-OF-WAR (FIRST TRIAL).
2.25 P. M.—FOOTBALL (FIRST QUARTER).
3.05 P. M.—RELAY RACE.
3.15 P. M.—TUG-OF-WAR (SECOND TRIAL).
3.25 P. M.—FOOTBALL (SECOND QUARTER).

Last night, the teams which struggled this afternoon in the tug-of-war were not the only group of students to have a great time. The Sophomores and Freshmen, received through the kindness of the new class officers, received a win in the tug-of-war. The Sophomore members were matched. The Freshmen have had few trials in this year's tug-of-war, and are much faster than the slowest members of the Sophomore aggregation. The Freshmen have a consistent team, and if they can only keep from losing ground on the passing they should be able to end the meet of the hour and a half, the Sophomores should have a victory. Disregarding precedent, you never know what will happen, but this year indications point to a repetition to the previous custom of allowing the football event to the Sophomore aggregation. This is fast and have been pulling together very well in recent practices, and with their strength and weight, they may make their opponents pull their best. A summary of the season's work and a more detailed comparison of the different teams:

Tug-of-War.

Tug-of-war has usually been won by the Freshman team, but this year is a year of exceptions, and "you never know" can tell. The Freshmen have progressed for a short time and have worked hard ever since practice began, nearly a month ago. The Freshmen seemed, first, not to realize that the ropepull was one of the events on Field Day, even though it counts on two tallies. The Sophomores are unsmilingly hard, and backed by successful experiences, they should be able to give a good account of themselves to-night. Since the Freshmen began to come out they have shown great interest and no little ability, and while they are light, they work together, with a team which should stretch the rope and at least keep it taut this afternoon.

Relay Race.

The relay race will be called according to the schedule, at 3.45. It looks now as if the race would afford another proof of Frank Kanaly's skill as a coach. If weather conditions are favorable it is probable that a new record for the mile and a half will be made by the Freshmen. In past years the Sophomore class has always won this event, and it is doubtful if this year will be any exception. However, if the Sophomore is on form, he will almost invariably show the team representing his class will set a new pace and will make a strong fight for victory. Heavily favored is the Freshman team, however, the Sophomores have experienced one in favor. Trull, Byrden and R. D. Sampson are all varsity men, and Munch and Strachan have won many points in the Junior meets. The remainder of the team is also well balanced, and ought to do much toward making a fast average time. Outside of Gtndley, the speedy Freshman captain, there are no particular stars to be noticed as yet in their lineup. Much good material is, however, present, and if the Freshman class roster does part their team will unquestionably do its best.

FIELD DAY FORUM

The football teams lining up today are, according to comparison of their records, reasonably sure to be matched. The Sophomores have had
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FIELD DAY.

Friday.

Triangular Cross-Country Run over Tech Course—Tufts.
4.00—Reception to Biologists by Mrs. Greatbatch.
8.00—Tech Night at Colonial Theatre.

Saturday.

Run over Handicap Course. Leave B. R. at 2:00.
7:00—Orchestrated—Union.
4:00—Basketball Practice—Union.
4:15—Mandolin Club Rehearsal—Union.

CAHANA (Captain), SCHWARZ, BROWN.

TUFTS